YES or NO

Y _ 1. Is the seventh the last seal of the Book to be opened? (5:1)
N _ 2. Do you expect the end of time before the seventh trumpet sounds?
   (Remember the context of this entire book is dealing with a “judgment”
   or a pouring out of God’s wrath upon a nation, or people, in a time that
   “was at hand” and was to soon come to pass when the letter to the
   seven churches was written.)
Y _ 3. Is there usually a calm or “silence” before the storm?
Y _ 4. Do you believe our prayer services have influence with God.
N _ 5. Is the fire of God’s altar used in the same way for saints and
   sinners?
Y _ 6. Have destructive powers been held back and many saints
   sealed? (Ch. 7)
N _ 7. Were the voices, thunders, lightenings, earthquake in heaven?*
N _ 8. Do the judgments of the four trumpets effect the whole of
   earth?*
Y _ 9. Is there any Jewish persecution of Christians recorded in the
   New Testament?
Y _ 10. Did any Jewish elements try to prevent the gospel being
   preached to the Gentiles on an equal basis?

TRUE OR FALSE

T _ 1. Trumpets were used to give signals and get attention for
   important announcements.
T _ 2. The worship in the Temple under the Mosaic co
   venant typified
   the worship that is given God under the new covenant.
T _ 3. The prayers of the saints today is like an aroma of incense rising
   up to God.

(Please put the verse(s) number that provides the answer in the margin.)

Studies in Revelation 8:1-13

Seventh Seal Opened: Seven Trumpet Angels: Four Angels Sound: Results

1. Which seal of the Book is here opened? _ 7th Seal _ By whom? (5:6 &
   6:1) _ The Lamb _ What happened the first half-hour after this seal? _
   silence in heaven _

2. Who stood before God? _ 7 angels _ What was given them?
   _ 7 trumpets _ Who stood before the altar? _ another angel _ What
   did he have? _ a golden censer _

3. What was given this angel? _ much incense _ What did he do with
   the incense? _ offered with prayers of the saints _ What happened
to the smoke, prayers? _ ascended up before God _

4. What did the angel next do with the censer? _ fill it with fire _
   What did he do with the fire? _ cast it into the earth _ Results? _
   voices _ thunderings _ lightenings _ earthquake _

5. What followed the sounding of the first angel? _ hail _ fire _
   blood _ What was burnt up? _ 1/3 part of trees _
   all green grass _

6. What occurred when the second angel sounded? _ a great mountain
   burning with fire cast into sea _ What happened to a third part of the sea?
   became blood _ Creatures? _ died _ Ships? _ destroyed _

7. What happened when the third angel sounded? _ 1/3 part of creatures in
   the sea died _ What was it doing when falling? _ burning as a lamp _
   Where did it fall? _ 3rd part of rivers and fountains of water _

8. What was the name of this star? _ Wormwood (Deut 29:18) _ What
   happened to a third of the waters? _ became wormwood _ To many
   men? _ died _ Why? _ water was made bitter _

9. When the fourth angel sounded what were smitten, darkened? _
   1/3 of Sun _ 2/3 moon _ 3 _ 1/3 stars _ What of the day? _ a 3rd of day
did not shine _ Night? _ a 3rd didn’t shine _

10. Why had four destructive winds been held back? (7:1) _ so servants
    cold be sealed _ What did a “flying angel” say? _ woe, woe, woe to
    the inhabitants of the earth _
SELECT THE CORRECT ANSWER(s)

2,4  _ 1. Silence signified: 1) time had stopped; 2) something of awe to come; 3) nothing; Trumpets were used to: 4) signal action; 5) worship; 6) dance.

2,5  _ 2. In the temple worship incense was burned in the: 1) court; 2) the Holy Place; 3) the Most Holy Place; as smoke filled the: 4) sea; 5) earth 6) Most Holy Place. The fire came from the court sacrifice altar

2,4  _ 3. Fire burning acceptable incense was lighted by: 1) God; 2) men; 3) striking stones; (Leviticus 16:12): The incense here is: 4) prayer; 5) smoke; 6) fog. (Rev. 5:8).

2,5  _ 4. With his censer, the angel offered: 1) fire; 2) incense prayers; 3) hail, to God, and cast: 4) gold; 5) fire; 6) God’s throne; into the earth.

1,5  _ 5. Verses 4-5, picture God as: 1) pleased; 2) angry; 3) indifferent; with the saint’s prayers, but: 4) pleased; 5) angry; 6) indifferent; with the earth.

3,6  _ 6. Events following the first trumpet effected the: 1) sea; 2) rivers; 3) land; and the second trumpet effects: 4) land; 5) rivers; 6) sea.

2,4  _ 7. Events following the third trumpet effects: 1) heaven; 2) rivers; 3) animals; and the fourth trumpet effects: 4) sun and moon, 5) ships; 6) nothing.

all  _ 8. The: 1) voices; 2) thunders; 3) lightenings; 4) earthquake; had awful effect on a third of the: 5) land; 6) sea; 7) rivers; 8) powers; symbolizing destructive effects on some nation, people.

all  _ 9. Darkening of the sun, moon, and stars is used to describe the fall of: 1) Babylon; 2) Judah; 3) Jerusalem. (Isa. 13:10; Matt. 24:29; Rev. 6:19).

3  _ 10. After the sounding of the fourth trumpet: 1) the world ends; 2) the dead are raised; 3) we are warned of woes to come from three trumpets.

MATCH CORRECTLY  (Group 1)

Verse:

_ _ _ 1. Seal
_ _ _ 2. Silence
_ _ _ 3. Seven
_ _ _ 4. Altar
_ _ _ 5. Incense
_ _ _ 6. Censer
_ _ _ 7. Saints
_ _ _ 8. Fire
_ _ _ 9. Earthquake
_ _ _ 10. Angel

MATCH CORRECTLY  (Group 2)

_ _ _ 1. Trumpets
_ _ _ 2. Land
_ _ _ 3. Sea
_ _ _ 4. Rivers
_ _ _ 5. Sun, moon
_ _ _ 6. Mountain
_ _ _ 7. Wormwood
_ _ _ 8. Day
_ _ _ 9. Angel
_ _ _ 10. Earth

7___Prayers ascend to God
5___Much is given an angel
9___As fire cast to the earth
6___Was made of gold
2___For a half-hour
8___Cast into the earth
3___Angels with trumpets
1___Seventh is opened
4___Angel stood before it

4___Third trumpet effected
6___Cast into the sea, burning
8___Third part shone not
1___Angels sounded them
10___Woe to the inhabitants of
3___Second trumpet effected
9___Flew through heaven
2___First trumpet effected
5___Fourth trumpet effected
7___Men died because of it